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July's Sampler of the Month . . . A Best Christmas Blessing from Needlemade Designs

Here it is . . . all ready for its hand-grained frame! As my mother used to say, there's a first time for everything ~ and this is the first
Sampler of the Month that I've finished before the month is up! And I love it just as much as when I began about a month ago!
This is a brand-new design from our Linda Vinson of Needlemade Designs and it is an Attic exclusive until the St. Charles Market in late
September. The design size is 88 x 144, a nice size for this Seasonal sampler.
I stitched our model on Lakeside 's 40c Vintage Sand Dune with Crescent Colours Belle Soie. The left half of the design as well as the
border is over two threads ~ the verse is over one in the continental/tent stitch, which fills in beautifully on the 40-count linen. I love
the Victorian look of the lettering ~ well, the entire design has such a wonderful vintage look. The chart also includes the verse over
two, to fit everyone's stitching preference.
During what remains of July you may purchase the chart, linen, and silk at our Sampler-of-the-Month 15% discount. On 40c linen with 2inch margins the project totals $60 less 15% = $52. Cuts on larger-count linen and larger margins will increase the price slightly.

This Weekend at The Attic . . .

. . . we'll be serving cookies as we celebrate Christmas in July (whose idea was this, to bake cookies in July when
temperatures outside feel like an oven???!!!) ~ and if you come tomorrow in your Holiday trimmings, or what may loosely be
described as that, your name will be entered in a drawing for a $50 Attic gift certificate, to be used for whatever you'd
like. As long as you're coming "dressed up," you may as well spend a few hours, or more, stitching in our cool classroom ~ and
with focus, you can finish an ornament and participate in our FREE ornament finishing class next weekend! But it's only FREE if
you've purchased and begun the ornament this month. See details below.

August at The Attic
Join our Ornament Challenge and get an early start on your Holiday stitching deadlines! Purhase a new ornament project (to
include chart, fabric, and thread) and at the same time sign up for a FREE flat-ornament finishing class to be held next
Saturday, August 1, 1:30-4:30 PM.
And on Thursday night, August 6, we will have an early Kris Kringle Ornament Exchange. Some of our favorite Christmas
cookies will be served, along with apple cider. This special early Kris Kringle is in addition to the one in December.
Saturday, August 8, Sampler Study Group , 10 - 12 Noon. Bring your Darlene O'Steen "Celtic Sampler" or her new
"Whitework Sampler" or your unfinished "Dorcas Haynes" or one of August's Samplers of the Month (to be announced next
week) or ??? and stitch together while we refresh some perhaps forgotten techniques for challenging stitches or simply enjoy
the company of other sampler stitchers. Please call to register. $5.

Saturday, August 15, August Stitch-In. We hope that you will join us for another summertime most-of-the-day stitch-in
~ bring a work-in-process project (or start a new one - like this adorable "Sewphia" pincushion from Miss Crescent's Crowne !).
Sharon will be stitching with us and is willing to teach us how to make this charming bird, depending on your interest. Pattern
with instructions, templates, and freezer paper is $9 ~ Companion kits are available complete with hand-dyed wool, pearl cottons,
and the Flea Market stand for $26. We'll again furnish refreshments and chocolate ~ and who knows what else?! If you'd like
to bring something to share, that would be grand. It sounds like a great way to spend a Saturday on a hot August weekend,
doesn't it? When does it start? Well, we open at 10, so any time after that. And we close at 5.

We Found More . . .

I've been trying for months now to obtain more copies of this gorgeous 1987 design, "Plantation Sampler" ~ but I was even more
determined after Tanya brought in her absolutely stunning version of this on Lakeside's 45c Vintage Maritime White. It was truly
amazing to see these side by side, hers on 45c, mine on 32c natural (I stitched it in 1988 with silk and I thought I was really uptown!).
Now, for the first time in the history of the world I want to stitch the same thing again! I will change the verse, "remodel" the house,
increase the flowers in the border, and include some of my favorite animals on the lawn, like a deer and a red bird and swans ~ and Vickie
is insisting on a cow! And the good Lord willing, it will be on Lakeside 's 45c Vintage something.
We tried to contact all of you on our waiting list to confirm your orders. We will honor the price quoted to you in April, but we have had
to pay more for these additional charts, and the chart will now retail for $8. Our order is coming via media mail, so it will not arrive this
week, as expected, but at least we know it's almost here.

What in the World is Frank Up to Now?

Frank Bielec, that is, of Mosey 'n Me is "trading places" ~ or changing hats ~ and has done a wonderful promotional video for
our industry. He and his wife Judy have donated lots of time to promoting the needlearts, and this time he's done a YouTube
video appealing to young and old alike, anyone who thinks they might enjoy this meditational and therapeutic pastime that we all
are so passionate about.
If there's anyone you know or meet who is interested in learning to cross stitch, we have Frank's
free graph, "Flaming Red Heart," and a small kit that we'll give to anyone interested, along with a short lesson on how to
cross stitch. Go to http://www.hoffmandis.com/video.cfm to view the video.

Here's What's New in The Attic:
The next in the French Needle Series, Nichole, the limited edition needlebook kit has finally arrived! And it was worth the wait! We
are also very fortunate to have in the shop for a short time the designer's beautiful model. There's nothing like seeing it in person.

I guess the most remarkable thing about this kit is the 18th Century French Reproduction fabric that is the centerpoint of this design.
And what an inspired design it is, with the fancy bands on the outside of the needlebook replicating so beautifully the lining fabric! In
addition to the exquisite lining fabric, the kits contains the finest in embroidery supplies: 34-count Legacy linen, wool needlefelt, handdyed French silk ribbon, Au Ver A'Soie silks, both Soie d'Alger and Soie 100/3, two buttons, as well as Londonderry linen thread used in
the crochet-like Hedebo or buttonholed edge.

The kit ($59) comes with the Needle Book General Construction booklet or, if you already have the "Margeaux" kit, first in this series,
you may purchase this kit ($57) without that booklet. So, please, when ordering, please tell us whether you would like the kit with or
without the general instruction booklet. The kit, of course, comes with very beautifully presented charts and instructions specific to
this design.

We have shipped most of the pre-orders for "Nichole" ~ thank you for your patience while we waited for the hand-dyed French silk
ribbon ~ but if you don't receive your kit within the next few days, please let us know and we'll get it off to you immediately. The
designer, Roberta Chase for Access Commodities , has given page references to the alphabet used in Sajou , a book that is currently out
of print. HOWEVER, I have found this alphabet in the new Cross Stitch Letters Bible by Valerie Lejeune ($53). We have shipped the
standing orders that we had for this book ~ if you need it and haven't ordered it yet, we have more on the way.

In case you missed Margeaux last November, here are photos of it, front, inside, and back, and we have a few more kits available for it
($40).

Graceful Threads

Bags

We have one or two sets (project, $28; accessory, $12) bags left in the prints shown above. Please order from left to right ~ they're all
brown, so that won't work. Brown on ecru, brown on brown, and brown paisley will get us to the right ones.

And then we have some green ones as well, and these do not have any matching accessory bags ~ only the project bags ($28).

New, New, New!!!

Queenstown Sampler Designs has just released this
incredible design, the "Corsica River Sampler" ($20) ~ and our shipment arrived yesterday! The model was worked on cream 35-count
linen, and its approximate design area is 337w x 451h, or 19.25" x 25.77" using 3 colors of Needlepoint Inc. silk. Stitches include: back,
cross, double running, eyelet and long-arm cross. There are 18 pages of chart and instructions. The design is based on early Assissi
(voided work) and blackwork patterns. The early patterns are from Italy, France, Spain, England and, as Barbara says, now Maryland
USA. She says that most of the creatures in the last row can be found around her house or in her imagination. And she tells us that
there really was a black bear that frequently visited (destroyed) their backyard bird feeders in the fall of 2008 into the spring of
2009. He was finally captured by the Department of Natural Resources and taken to a better place far away in the mountains of
western Maryland. Pearl, the white squirrel of Queenstown, is represented, as are their famous Chesapeake blue crabs. And Barbara
tells us that the bee motif is a nod to Corsica, France, the birthplace of Napolean Bonaparte.

Debra loves this sampler and immediately pulled the silks and a favorite Lakeside 40c Vintage fabric ~ and THEN she converted the
colors to Belle Soie, keeping the NPI black for the blackwork. An exquisite design for sure!

And from Karen/Rosewood Manor , the "Sailing Ships Sampler" ($17). Karen says this design was inspired
by the birth of her second grandson, whose middle name, Christopher, reminded her of another Christopher
. . . Columbus, that is, and his sailing ships. Karen has included her grandson's birth date on the small
sailboat near his name and his parents' initials under the largest ship, with grandparents' initials scattered
among the ships. How very clever!

We immediately pulled the two cotton hand-dyed threads, converted them to Belle Soie , and tossed them on another favorite 40c
Vintage fabric from Lakeside ~ and we're ready to begin!
Karen suggests that this sampler could also be stitched as a family sampler, with the family name in place of the child's name and then
family members' initials scattered throughout the ships. If you wish to add even more initials, stitch them over 1 thread. The small
sailboat can be replaced with the year the piece was stitched. The six-page chart has a large fold-out graph of the ships and also
includes five "bonus charts" with lots of creative ideas!
Arriving next week from Homespun Elegance are two sure-to-be-favorites of mine, one with a red bird and the other with the flag!
Love them both.

"Festive Redbird" ($7), an ornament and stitching necessaire, is the first of a series of four to be released between now and the
Holidays. each will feature an ornament in the heart shape and a stitching necessaire. The ornament was stitched on Lakeside's 28c
Vintage Examplar and the scissors fob was stitched on the same fabric over one
"Freedom House Button Sampler" ($8) was stitched on 28c and is mounted in Sandra's 6 x 9 hand-grained wood frame. It is
embellished with her Olde Brass Flag buttons.

In the Front Glass Display . . .

. . . are April's gorgeous award-winning Temari balls. Please be sure to remember to view these in person when you're in the shop. And
several of you have expressed an interest in learning this Japanese technique, so watch future eNewsletters for a class setting.

Last night . . .

. . . our in-house Martha, known to you as Linda, brought in another delicious blueberry dessert ~ and here's what some were stitching:
Becky's "Snowmen Gathering" ($6) by Imaginating (stitching snowmen when it's 100+ degrees is our way of staying cool!) ~

~ and Jeannie was thinking Halloween while working on her Shepherd's Bush "Pumpkin Stew" ~ Carol's witch put in her first stitches in
"Witches Stitch Too" ($9) by Homespun Elegance ~

~ and Amy had a good start on La-D-Da 's "Live Laugh Love" ($9) ~ Sheri is enjoying Blackbird's "Flea Market Souvenir" ($8).

Speaking of Halloween and Blackbird Designs . . .

~ yes, we have ordered LOTS of copies of Alma and Barb's new Halloween cross-stitch book, coming in mid-August, and fabric and
threads, as much as we know now. You may reserve your copy with us if you'd like and, if you'd like fabric and/or threads, just let us
know the count. There are supposed to be, I think, 13 projects in the book. I don't have a price yet, but just as soon as I do, it will be
included here.

And from Carol . . .

. . . her beautiful rendition of Rosewood Manor's "And A Forest Grew"~ she says she was inspired to stitch this from reading our
newsletter, and if this is a result of this almost weekly tome, then it is all worth the while! She also says it is on her "bucket list" to
visit The Attic , and that's also great to hear because it is such great fun to share our love of samplers with others who understand the
depth of our passion.

And so it was such great fun for me . . .

. . . to visit Jeannine's/Acorns & Threads' Sunday Sampler Club while we all had our annual shop-owners' retreat in Portland a month
ago for the second year in a row. What an inspiring group of samplermakers, as you will see below:
First I will show you just a taste of Kim's samplermaking (more to follow in a future newsletter). Here is her exquisite "Loara Standish
Sampler," such an important part of America's sampler history ~ and as you can see, Kim stitched it as the original was done, reversibly.
The only way I can tell which photo is of the back side (it's the one on the right) is in the words section at the bottom.

The next group is from Lynn's needle (except of course, the side-by-side comparison with Jeannine's "Welcome Band" by Stickideen von
der Wiehenburg " ~ Lynn's is on 40c) ~ and next to it is Lynn's brave beginning of the gianormous and beautiful "Peace Sampler" by A
Stitcher's Hand.

And Lynn's started-it-last-night-because-she-could "It's Berry Time," the latest in the Loose Feathers series ~ and Lyn's
"caffeinated" version of "Quaker Seasons of Friendship" ~ nicknamed that because all products used, both fabric and thread, are
caffeinated in their name.

Lynn's progress (as of a month ago) on "Mary Wigham" ~ and her "Quaker Gone Tropic" by Michelle Ink Designs. My apologies for some
of the blurry photography ~ some were taken from across the room, and some had to be snapped in a split second before they were
whisked away to be tucked back in the stitching bag from whence they came.

Carolyn had finished all of the various parts for "Sarah Elliot's Sewing Chest" by Primitive Traditions ~ here is her lid! And next to it,
"Autumn Watergarden" from Chatelaine Designs.

Cheryl's remarkable "Rain Forest" also by Chatlaine Designs.

From Eleanor, "Cross for Anne" by Ink Circles (you can see she's almost finished) ~ and ??? ~ I NEED to know because I love this one.
I'll find out.

Eleanor's "Ode to Mary" by Dames of the Needle ~ and Pat's wedding sampler/anniversary sampler by My Big Toe.

Cathe's "Sailor's Wife Sampler" by Brenda Keyes stitched over one thread (Oh, I want to stitch this one tonight! I love the church) ~
and Vanessa's "Celtic Heart" by M Designs.

Barb's gorgeous "Forgiveness" by Examplar Dames ~ and her "Pigalle" from Long Dog , their newest sampler ~ and look how far she is!

But that's not all Barb is working on. Here's her beautiful "Peace Sampler" ~ and THEN her stunning rendition of "Mary Wigham" on
Lakeside's Sienna Night.

Well, I just checked the length of this ~ and it's already WAY too long. I have more gorgeous work to show you from Acorns &
Threads' Sampler Club, but it will have to wait.
Enjoy your weekend ~ and if you're in the Phoenix area, we hope to see you tomorrow!

Jean Lea
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